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Abstract
Adversarial examples are helpful for analyz-001
ing and improving the robustness of text clas-002
sifiers. Generating high-quality adversarial ex-003
amples is a challenging task as it requires the004
generation of adversarial sentences that are flu-005
ent, semantically similar to the original ones006
and should lead to misclassification. Existing007
methods prioritize misclassification by max-008
imizing each perturbation’s effectiveness at009
misleading a text classifier; thus, the generated010
adversarial examples fall short in terms of flu-011
ency and similarity. In this paper, we define a012
critique score that synthesizes the fluency, sim-013
ilarity, and misclassification metrics. We pro-014
pose a rewrite and rollback (R&R) framework015
guided by the optimization of this score to im-016
prove the adversarial attack. R&R generates017
high-quality adversarial examples by allowing018
exploration of perturbations without immedi-019
ate impact on the misclassification, and yet op-020
timizing critique score for better fluency and021
similarity. We evaluate our method on 5 repre-022
sentative datasets and 3 classifier architectures.023
Our method outperforms current state-of-the-024
art in attack success rate by +16.2%, +12.8%,025
and +14.0% on the classifiers respectively. All026
code and results will be publicly available.027

1 Introduction028

Recently, adversarial attacks in text classification029

have received a great deal of attention. Adversar-030

ial attacks are defined as subtle perturbations in031

the input text such that a classifier misclassifies it.032

They can serve as a tool to analyze and improve033

the robustness of text classifiers, thus being more034

and more important because security-critical clas-035

sifiers are being widely deployed (Wu et al., 2019;036

Torabi Asr and Taboada, 2019; Zhou et al., 2019).037

Existing attack methods either adopt a synonym038

substitution approach (Jin et al., 2020; Zang et al.,039

2020) or use a pre-trained language model to pro-040

pose substitutions for better fluency and natural-041

ness (Li et al., 2020; Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020;042

Li et al., 2021). They follow a similar framework: 043

first, construct some candidate perturbations, and 044

then, use the perturbations that most effectively 045

mislead the classifier to modify the sentence. This 046

process is repeated multiple times until an adver- 047

sarial example is found. This framework prioritizes 048

misclassification by picking perturbations that most 049

effectively mislead the classifier. Despite the suc- 050

cess in changing the classifier prediction, it has two 051

main disadvantages. First, it is prone to modify 052

words that are critical to the sentence’s meaning, or 053

introduce low-frequency words to mislead the clas- 054

sifier, causing the similarity and fluency to decrease. 055

Second, some perturbations do not have immedi- 056

ate impacts on misclassification, but can trigger it 057

when combined with other perturbations, while this 058

framework cannot find adversarial examples with 059

these perturbations. 060

To overcome these problems, the attack method 061

needs to consider jointly fluency, similarity, and 062

misclassification, while also efficiently exploring 063

various perturbations that do not show direct im- 064

pacts on the latter. We define a critique score that 065

synthesizes fluency, similarity and misclassifica- 066

tion metrics. Then, we present our design for a 067

Rewrite and Rollback framework (R&R) which 068

optimizes this score to generate better adversarial 069

examples. In the rewrite stage, we explore multi- 070

word substitutions proposed by a pre-trained lan- 071

guage model. We accept or reject a substitution 072

according to the critique score. We can generate a 073

high-quality adversarial example after multiple it- 074

erations of rewrite. Rewrite may introduce changes 075

that do not contribute to misclassification and may 076

also reduce similarity and fluency. Therefore, we 077

periodically apply the rollback operation to reduce 078

the number of modifications without changing the 079

misclassification result. Figure 1 illustrates the pro- 080

cess using an example. 081

Our contributions are summarized as follows: 082

• We synthesize similarity, fluency, and misclassi- 083
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Original sentence: 
Everywhere  the  camera  looks  there  is  something  worth  seeing 
Classifier: Positive 

Everywhere  the  camera  looks  there  is  something  worth  seeing 
Everywhere  the  camera   goes   there  is  something  worth  seeing 

Rewrite 1

Classifier: Positive ,  Similarity: High  ,  Fluency: Good 
Sample a decision: Accept rewrite. 

Everywhere  the  camera  goes  there  is  something  worth     seeing 
Everywhere  the  camera  goes  there  is  nothing  interesting  seeing 

Rewrite 2

Classifier: Negative ,  Similarity: Low  ,  Fluency: Good 
Sample a decision: Reject rewrite. 

Everywhere  the  camera  goes  there  is  something  worth  seeing 
Everywhere  the  camera  goes   is    some   stuff       worth  seeing

Rewrite 3

Classifier: Negative ,  Similarity: High  ,  Fluency: Fair 
Sample a decision: Accept rewrite. 

               looks             something                   there                is
                   ↓      (keep)       ↓                             ↑   (discard)  ↑
                goes                  stuff                          is                some

Rollback

Adversarial Sentence: 
Everywhere  the  camera  goes  there  is  stuff  worth  seeing

Figure 1: R&R generates adversarial examples by
rewrite and rollback. The rewrite step explores possible
perturbations stochastically and is guided by similarity
metric and fluency metric to ensure better quality of the
example. The rollback operation further improves the
similarity.

fication metrics into a single optimization objec-084

tive called critique score;085

• We propose R&R to optimize the critique score,086

whereas traditional methods only optimize mis-087

classification;088

• We carry out extensive experimentation on 5089

representative datasets and 3 classifier architec-090

tures to show the wide range of applications and091

generalizability of our framework;092

• Both automatic evaluations and human evalua-093

tions show R&R outperforms existing methods094

by large margin;095

• We provide the code and datasets for repro-096

ducible experiments.097

2 Problem Formulation098

The adversarial attack consists of modifying a sen-099

tence such that it keeps its meaning and correct-100

ness but gets a label different from the original one101

when using the same classifier. Specifically, let102

x = x1, . . . , xl be a sentence of length l, y be its103

classification label, and f(x) be a text classifier104

that predicts a probability distribution over classes.105

The objective of an attack method A(x, f) is to 106

construct u = u1, . . . , ul′ satisfying 3 conditions: 107
u is misclassified, i.e., f(u) 6= y,

Human considers u as a fluent sentence,

Human considers u to be semantically similar to x.

108

where l′ is the length of the adversarial sentence. 109

However, this formulation requiring human evalua- 110

tion is intractable for large-scale data. Therefore, 111

we approximate the sentence fluency with the per- 112

plexity of the sentence. It is defined as 113

ppl(x) = exp
[
− 1

l

∑l
i=1 log p(xi|x1 . . . xi−1)

]
, 114

where p(xi|x1 . . . xi−1) is measured by a language 115

model. Low perplexity means the sentence is pre- 116

dictable by the language model, which usually indi- 117

cates the sentence is fluent. Sentence similarity can 118

be quantified as cos
(
H(x), H(u)

)
, where H(·) is 119

a pre-trained sentence encoder that encodes the 120

meaning of a sentence into a vector. Thus, find- 121

ing the adversarial sentence u is formulated as a 122

multi-objective optimization problem as follows: 123

Construct u = u1, . . . , ul′ to minimize ppl(u) 124

and maximize cos
(
H(x), H(u)

)
125

subject to f(u) 6= y. 126

In this paper, we use a fine-tuned BERT-base model 127

to measure perplexity and use USE to measure sen- 128

tence similarity. Ultimately, fluency and similarity 129

need to be verified by humans. We discuss human 130

verification in Section 4.3. 131

Threat Model. We assume the attacker can 132

query the classifier for the prediction (i.e., the prob- 133

ability distribution over all classes). But they do 134

not have knowledge on architecture of the classifier 135

nor query for the gradient. They can also access 136

some unlabeled text in the domain of the classifier. 137

3 Metric-Guided Rewrite and Rollback 138

In this section, we first give an overview of the 139

R&R framework. Then, we introduce the rewrite 140

and rollback components respectively. Finally, we 141

give a summary of pre-trained models used in the 142

framework. 143

3.1 Overview 144

R&R solves the multi-objective optimization prob- 145

lem by synthesizing the fluency, similarity and 146
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Rewrite

Rewrite

Rewrite

Rewrite

Rollback

Adversarial example

Original text
Input (output of previous step): 

 

Apply Mask (replace 3 words in this example): 
 

Compute the proposal distribution: 
Use language model distribution and enforcing
distribution to compute a word distribution for
each masked position. 

Sample a word for each mask: 
 

Accept or reject the sentence: 
Stochastically accept the candidate sentence based
on a critique score, which synthesizes the USE
similarity metric, the BERT perplexity metric, and
the misclassification objective. 

Rollback
Input (output of previous step): 

 

Original Sentence: 
 

Identify Minimum Edit Distance: 
Get a set of edits that can recover original text
from current text. Each edit is an insertion,
deletion or replacement of a word. 
For example: 
{(Replace  with ), (Delete ),  
  (Insert  after ), ...} 

Try rollback each edit: 
For each edit, rollback the edit if the sentence can
still be misclassified.

Figure 2: R&R Framework.

misclassification objectives into a single critique147

score, and maximizing this score. Therefore, our148

framework can construct adversarial sentences with149

lower perplexity and higher similarity. R&R con-150

tains the rewrite and rollback steps.151

In the rewrite step, we randomly mask several152

consecutive words, and compute a proposal distri-153

bution, which is a distribution over the vocabulary154

on each masked position. We construct a multi-155

word substitution for the masked positions accord-156

ing to the distribution, then compute the critique157

score. If the score increases, we accept the substi-158

tution. If the score decreases, we accept it with a159

probability depending on the degree of decrease.160

The rewrite step contains randomness to encourage161

exploration of different modifications, while the162

critique score will guide the rewritten sentence to163

a high-quality adversarial example. After several164

steps of rewriting, we apply a rollback operation on165

the sentences that have already been misclassified166

to reduce the number of changes introduced in the167

rewriting. In the rollback step, we identify a min-168

imum set of edits required to change the current169

sentence back to the original sentence. We rollback170

an edit if it does not affect the misclassification.171

We implement the framework in batch so that172

it simultaneously perturbs multiple copies of the173

input text in different ways. The loop ends when174

half of the sentences in the batch are misclassified175

to make the algorithm more efficient. Figure 2176

shows the R&R framework.177

3.2 Rewrite 178

In each rewrite, we mask then substitute a span of 179

words. It is composed of the following steps. 180

Apply mask in the sentence. First, we randomly 181

pick m consecutive words in the sentence, and 182

replace them with t mask, where t can be m, m− 183

1, or m + 1 meaning replace, delete, and insert 184

operation respectively. Compared with CLARE (Li 185

et al., 2021) which masks one word at a time (i.e., 186

m = 1), masking multiple words can make it easier 187

to modify common phrases. We use ũ to denote 188

the masked sentence. 189

Compute proposal distribution. Then, we com- 190

pute proposal distribution for t masks in the sen- 191

tence. This distribution assigns a high probability 192

to words that can construct a fluent and legitimate 193

paraphrase. Let z1, . . . zt be the words to be placed 194

at the masked positions. The distribution is 195

pproposal(zi|ũ,x) ∝ plm(zi|ũ)× penforce(zi|ũ,x) 196

where plm is a language model distribution that 197

ensures the sentence will be fluent and meaning- 198

ful, and penforce is the enforcing distribution, which 199

improves the semantic similarity. plm is computed 200

by sending ũ into BERT and taking the predicted 201

word distribution on masked positions. Depending 202

on the position, the word distributions for t masks 203

are different. The enforcing distribution is mea- 204

sured by word embeddings. We use the sum of 205

word embeddings R(u) =
∑

uk
E(uk) as a sen- 206

tence embedding, where E(·) is the counter-fitted 207
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word embedding (Mrkšic et al., 2016). Then we208

define the enforcing distribution as209

penforce(zi|ũ,x) ∝ exp
[
wenforce210

× (cos(R(x)−R(ũ), E(zi))− 1)
]
.211

wenforce is a hyper-parameter. If the embedding212

of a word E(z) perfectly aligns with the sentence213

representation difference R(x)−R(ũ), it gets the214

largest probability. The enforcing distribution aims215

at making the candidate modification more simi-216

lar to the original sentence. Note that enforcing217

distribution is identical on all t masks.218

Sample a candidate sentence. We sample a can-219

didate word for each masked position by zi ∼220

pproposal(zi|ũ,x). We do not consider the effect of221

sampling one word on other masked positions (i.e.,222

we do not recompute proposal distribution for the223

remaining masks after sampling a word) because224

language model distribution already considers the225

position of the mask and assigns a different dis-226

tribution for each mask, meanwhile recomputing227

is inefficient. We use û to denote the candidate228

sentence.229

Critique score and decision function. We de-230

cide whether to accept the candidate sentence using231

a decision function. The decision function com-232

putes a heuristic critique score233

C(u) =
(
wppl min(1− ppl(u)/ppl(x), 0) (1)234

+ wsim min(cos
(
H(u), H(x)

)
− φsim, 0) (2)235

+ wclf min(max
y′ 6=y

f(u)y′ − f(u)y, 0)
)

(3)236

Eq. 1 penalizes sentences with high perplexity,237

where ppl(x) is perplexity measured by a BERT238

model. Eq. 2 penalizes sentences with sentences239

with cosine similarity lower than φsim, where H(·)240

is the sentence representation by USE. Eq. 3 penal-241

izes sentences that cannot be misclassified where242

f(u)y means the log probability of class y pre-243

dicted by the classifier. Let α = exp[C(û)−C(u)].244

If α > 1, the decision function accepts û; oth-245

erwise it accepts û with probability α. The cri-246

tique score is a straightforward way to convert the247

multi-objective optimization problem into a single248

objective. Although it introduces several hyper-249

parameters, R&R is no more complicated than250

conventional methods, which also require hyper-251

parameter setting.252

3.3 Rollback 253

In the rollback step, we eliminate modifications 254

that do not correct the misclassification. It contains 255

the following steps. 256

Find a minimum set of simple edits. We first 257

find a set of simple edits that change the current 258

rewritten sentence back to the original sentence. 259

Simple edits mean the insertion, deletion or re- 260

placement of a single word, which is different from 261

the modification in the rewrite step. 262

Rollback edits. For each edit, if reverting it does 263

not correct the misclassification, then we revert the 264

edit. For convenience, we scan each word in the 265

sentence from right to left, and try to rollback each 266

edit. Note that rollback may introduce grammar 267

errors, but they can be fixed in future rewrite steps. 268

3.4 Vocabulary Adaptation 269

The computation of ppropose is challenging because 270

of the inconsistent vocabulary. The BERT language 271

model used in plm(·) uses a 30k-word-piece vocab- 272

ulary. It contains common words and affixes. Rare 273

words will be handled as multiple affixes. For ex- 274

ample “hyperparameter” does not appear in the 275

vocabulary, so it is handled as “hyper” and “##pa- 276

rameter”. The counter fitted word embeddings in 277

penforce(·) works on a 65k-word vocabulary. Since 278

the BERT model is more complicated, we keep it 279

as it is and transfer word embeddings to BERT vo- 280

cabulary. We train the word-piece embeddings as 281

follows. Let w = {w1, . . . , wL} be a plain text cor- 282

pus tokenized by words. Let T (w) be word-piece 283

tokenization of a word. Let E(w) be the original 284

word embeddings and E′(x) be the transferred em- 285

beddings on word-piece. We train the word-piece 286

embeddings E′ by minimizing the absolute error 287∑
w∈w ||E(w)−

∑
x∈T (w)E

′(x)||1. We initialize 288

E′ by copying the embedding on words shared by 289

two vocabularies and set other embeddings to 0. 290

We optimize the absolute error using stochastic gra- 291

dient descent. In each step, we sample 5000 words 292

from w, then update E′ accordingly. 293

3.5 Summary of pre-trained models in R&R 294

In R&R, we employ several pre-trained models. 295

Choices are made according to the different char- 296

acteristics of these pre-trained models. 297

BERT for masked word prediction and perplex- 298

ity: Because BERT is originally trained for masked 299
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word prediction, it can predict the word distribu-300

tion given context from both sides. Thus, BERT301

is preferable for generating plm. Estimating the302

perplexity for a sentence requires BERT to run in303

decoder mode and be fine-tuned. Perplexity can304

also be measured by other language models such as305

GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019). We use BERT mainly306

for the consistent vocabulary with plm.307

Word embeddings and USE for similarity. Word308

embeddings is more efficient as it only computes309

the sum of vectors and cosine similarity. In enforc-310

ing distribution, we need to replace the selected311

position with all possible z’s and measure the simi-312

larity, so we use word embeddings for efficiency. In313

the critique score, only the proposal sentence needs314

to be measured, so we can afford more computation315

time of USE.316

4 Experiments317

We conducted experiments on a wide range of318

datasets and multiple victim classifiers to show319

the efficacy of R&R. We first evaluate the quality320

of adversarial examples using automatic metrics.321

Then, we conducted human evaluation to show the322

necessity to generate highly similar and fluent ad-323

versarial examples. Finally, we conduct an ablation324

study to analyze each component of our method,325

and discuss defense against the attack.326

4.1 Experimental Setup327

Datasets. We use 3 conventional text classification328

datasets, including topic classification, sentiment329

classification, and question type classification. We330

also use 2 security-critical datasets, including hate331

speech detection and fake news detection. Dataset332

details are given in Table 1.333

Name #C Len Description

AG 4 43 News topic classification.
MR 2 32 Moview review dataset by Pang

and Lee (2005).
TREC 6 8 Question type classification by

Li and Roth (2002).
HATE 2 23 Hate speech detection dataset by

Kurita et al. (2020).
FAKE 2 30 Fake news detection dataset by

Yang et al. (2017). We use the
first sentence of the news for
classification.

Table 1: Dataset details. #C means number of classes.
Len is the average number of words in a sentence.

Victim Classifiers. For each dataset, we use the334

full training set to train three victim classifiers:335

AG MR TREC HATE FAKE

BERT-base 92.8 88.2 97.8 94.0 81.2
RoBERTa-large 92.7 91.6 97.3 95.0 75.5

FastText 89.2 79.5 85.8 91.5 72.4

Log Perplexity 3.38 5.27 3.91 3.56 4.92

Table 2: Accuracy of 3 classifers and sentence log per-
plexity on the clean test set.

(1) bert-base classifier (Devlin et al., 2019); (2) 336

RoBERTa-large classifier (Liu et al., 2019), and (3) 337

FastText classifier (Joulin et al., 2017). 338

Baselines. We compare our method against two 339

strong baselines: TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020) and 340

CLARE (Li et al., 2021). 341

Hyperparameters. In R&R, we use the BERT- 342

base language model for plm. For each dataset, 343

we fine-tune the BERT language model using 5k 344

batches on the training set1 with batch size 32 345

and learning rate 0.0001, so it is adapted to the 346

dataset. We set the enforcing distribution hyper- 347

parameters wenforce = 5. The decision function 348

hyper-parameters wppl = 5, wsim = 20, φsim = 349

0.95,wclf = 2. To generate each paraphrase, we set 350

maximum rewrite iterations to be 200, and replace 351

a 3-word span in each iteration. We implement 352

R&R in a 50-sentence batch and apply early-stop 353

when half of the batch are misclassified. We apply 354

rollback operation every 10 steps of rewrite. Then, 355

we return the adversarial example with the best 356

critique score. 357

Hardware and Efficiency. We conduct experi- 358

ments on Nvidia RTX Titan GPUs. One attack 359

on a BERT-base classifier using R&R takes 15.8 360

seconds on average. CLARE takes 14.4 seconds on 361

average. TextFooler is the most efficient algorithm 362

which takes 0.45 seconds. 363

Automatic Metrics. We evaluate the efficacy of 364

the attack method using 3 automatic metrics: 365

• Similarity (↑): We use Universal Sentence En- 366

coder to encode the original and adversarial sen- 367

tence, then use the cosine distance of two vec- 368

tors to measure the similarity. We set a similarity 369

threshold at 0.95, so the similarity of a legitimate 370

adversarial example should be greater than 0.95. 371

• Log Perplexity (↓) shows the fluency of adver- 372

sarial sentences. 373

• Attack success rate (ASR) (↑) shows the ratio of 374

1We use the plain text to fine-tune the language model,
and do not use the label. In the threat model, we assume the
attacker can access plain text data from a similar domain.
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AG MR TREC HATE FAKE

Attack ASR Sim PPL ASR Sim PPL ASR Sim PPL ASR Sim PPL ASR Sim PPL
B

E
R

T TextFooler 16.8 0.98 4.00 26.0 0.97 5.92 1.8 0.97 5.30 30.6 0.97 3.53 29.9 0.98 5.44
CLARE 28.8 0.97 3.60 48.4 0.97 5.70 2.5 0.96 5.58 31.0 0.97 3.99 48.9 0.98 5.02

R&R (Ours) 54.1 0.98 3.64 63.4 0.98 5.36 10.8 0.97 5.29 55.3 0.98 4.06 57.0 0.98 5.05

R
oB

E
R

Ta TextFooler 15.6 0.98 5.21 18.0 0.97 6.06 0.4 0.96 7.09 24.0 0.98 4.20 26.6 0.98 5.45
CLARE 23.3 0.97 5.24 45.9 0.97 5.67 2.5 0.97 6.53 35.7 0.97 4.37 46.0 0.98 5.20

R&R (Ours) 41.2 0.98 3.73 48.5 0.97 5.53 12.5 0.97 5.17 55.7 0.97 4.07 59.6 0.98 5.25

Fa
st

Te
xt TextFooler 25.8 0.98 4.16 33.1 0.98 5.85 6.5 0.98 5.04 21.7 0.98 3.44 35.3 0.98 5.46

CLARE 28.9 0.97 3.91 41.5 0.97 5.79 8.5 0.97 6.06 35.6 0.97 4.24 76.0 0.98 5.15
R&R (Ours) 37.8 0.98 3.84 48.9 0.98 5.48 44.1 0.98 4.68 53.3 0.98 4.03 76.4 0.98 5.10

Table 3: Automatic evaluation results. “Sim” and “PPL” represent similarity measured by USE and the log per-
plexity measured by BERT respectively.

AG MR TREC HATE FAKE

S. F. M. S. F. M. S. F. M. S. F. M. S. F.

TextFooler 3.93 3.58 0.90 3.3 3.49 0.92 3.25 2.88 0.88 3.76 3.61 0.46 3.58 3.58
CLARE 3.75 3.65 0.93 2.44 3.33 0.74 3.00 3.00 0.75 3.89 4.41 0.81 3.67 3.65

R&R (Ours) 4.12 3.87 0.99 3.48 3.61 0.85 3.59 3.14 0.89 3.59 3.94 0.76 3.81 3.87

Table 4: Human evaluation. “S.”, “F.” and “M.” represents the similarity, fluency and label match annotated by
human.

correctly classified text that can be successfully375

attacked.376

Human Metrics: Automatic metrics are not al-377

ways reliable. We use Mechanical Turk to verify378

the similarity, fluency, and whether the label of the379

text is preserved with respect to human evaluation.380

Table 6 in Appendix shows some examples. We381

find R&R makes natural modifications to the sen-382

tence and preserves the semantic meanings.383

4.2 Automatic Evaluation384

Table 3 shows the ASR, similarity and perplexity385

metrics on the three victim classifiers.386

Since we already apply a rigorous 0.95 threshold387

on similarity to ensure the adversarial examples388

are similar to the original sentences, the similarity389

metrics do not show significant differences. R&R390

achieves the best ASR on all datasets and across391

all classifiers. The average improvement compared392

with CLARE baseline is +16.2%, +12.8%, +14.0%393

on BERT-base, RoBERTa-large and FastText classi-394

fiers respectively. It means with the same similarity395

threshold, R&R is capable of finding more adver-396

sarial examples, i.e. for some text, R&R can find397

adversarial examples with similarity higher than398

0.95 while baseline methods cannot. Thus it shows399

R&R can find adversarial examples with high simi-400

larity.401

On AG, MR, TREC and FAKE datasets, R&R402

outperforms baseline methods on 9 cases. Baseline 403

methods outperforms by a tiny margin on the other 404

3 cases. It shows R&R keeps sentence fluency as 405

good as baseline methods. It does not sacrifice 406

sentence fluency for higher ASR. The only failure 407

case is on the HATE dataset, where Textfooler out- 408

performs R&R in perplexity. Thus we investigate 409

the average log perplexity of corresponding origi- 410

nal sentences for each method. We find it is 3.24 411

for TextFooler and 3.94 for R&R. So TextFooler 412

achieves low perplexity because it succeeds on orig- 413

inal sentences with low perplexity while fails on 414

those with higher perplexity. 415

We further measure ASR with various similarity 416

and perplexity thresholds. On Figure 3, we set dif- 417

ferent thresholds and show the corresponding ASR. 418

We observe that the curves of R&R are above the 419

baseline curves in most cases, showing that R&R 420

outperforms baselines on most threshold settings. 421

It means R&R can achieve a higher ASR with the 422

same similarity or perplexity threshold. 423

4.3 Human Evaluation 424

We use Mechanical Turk to evaluate the following 425

metrics. 426

Sentence similarity (↑): Turkers are shown pairs of 427

original and adversarial sentences, and are asked 428

whether the two sentences have the same semantic 429

meaning. They annotate the sentence in a 5-likert, 430
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Figure 3: Attack success rate with respect to different
similarity and perplexity constraints on BERT classi-
fier. When evaluating different similarity thresholds,
we do not set thresholds on perplexity. When evalu-
ating perplexity thresholds, we fix the similarity thresh-
old to 0.95. See Figure 8 in Appendix for other datasets
and classifiers.

where 1 means strongly disagree, 2 means disagree,431

3 means not sure, 4 means agree, and 5 means432

strongly agree.433

Sentence fluency (↑): Turkers are shown a random434

shuffle of adversarial sentences, and are asked to435

rate the fluency in a 5-likert, where 1 describes a436

bad sentence, 3 describes a meaningful sentence437

with a few grammar errors, and 5 describes a per-438

fect sentence.439

Label match (↑): Turkers are shown a random shuf-440

fle of adversarial sentences and are asked whether it441

belongs to the class of the original sentence. They442

are asked to rate 0 as disagree, 0.5 as not sure, and443

1 as agree.444

We sample 100 adversarial sentences from each445

method, and each task is annotated by 2 Turkers.446

We do not annotate label matches on the FAKE447

dataset because identifying fake news is too chal-448

lenging for Turkers. We require the location of449

the Turkers to be in United States, and their Hit450

Approval Rate to be greater than 95%. The screen-451

shots of the annotation task is shown on Figure 7452

in Appendix.453

Table 4 shows the human evaluation results.454

R&R outperforms baselines on similarity and flu-455

ency on 4 datasets. It shows that by optimizing456

the critique score, R&R improves the similarity457

and fluency of adversarial sentences. Our method458

fails on the HATE dataset despite good automatic459

metrics. We hypothesize that this dataset collected460

from Twitter is more noisy than the others, causing461

the malfunction of automatic similarity and fluency 462

metrics. 463

4.4 Ablation Study 464

We conduct ablation study on AG and FAKE 465

datasets to understand the contribution of stochas- 466

tic decision function, and periodic rollback. We 467

also show the effect of multiple-word masking in 468

Appendix A. 469

Decision Function In the Rewrite stage, we use 470

a stochastic decision function based on the critique 471

score. One alternative can be a deterministic greedy 472

decision function, which accepts a rewrite only if 473

the rewrite increases the critique score. Figure 4 474

shows the ASR with respect to different similarity 475

thresholds. We find that the stochastic decision 476

function outperforms the greedy one. We interpret 477

the phenomenon as the greedy decision function 478

gets stuck in local maxima, whereas the stochastic 479

one can overcome this issue by accepting a slightly 480

worse rewrite. 481
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Figure 4: The ASR of R&R using different decision
settings. “Greedy” means using a greedy decision func-
tion, which accepts a rewrite only if it has a higher cri-
tique score.

Rollback We apply rollback periodically during 482

the attack. We compare it with two alternatives: 483

(1) no rollback (NRB) which only uses rewrite to 484

construct the adversarial sentences, and (2) single 485

rollback (SRB) which applies rollback once on 486

the NRB results. Figure 5 shows the result. We 487

find that rollback has a significant impact. NRB 488

performs the worst. Without rollback, it is difficult 489

to get high cosine similarity when many words in 490

the sentence have been changed. Single rollback 491

increases the number of overlapped words, which 492

usually increases the similarity measurement. By 493

periodically applying the rollback, the rollbacked 494

sentence can be further rewritten to improve the 495
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similarity and fluency metrics, thus yielding to the496

best performance.497
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Figure 5: The ASR of R&R using different rollback set-
tings. “NRB” means no rollback operation and “SRB”
means single rollback.

4.5 Defense498

We further explore the defense against this attack:499

• Adversarial attack methods sometimes introduce500

outlier words to trigger misclassification. There-501

fore we follow Qi et al. (2020) and apply a502

perplexity-based filtering to eliminate outlier503

words in sentences. We generate adversarial504

sentences on vanilla classifier, then apply the505

filtering.506

• SHIELD (Le et al., 2022) is a recently proposed507

algorithm that modifies the last layer of a neural508

network to defend against adversarial attack. We509

apply this method to classifiers and attack the510

robust classifier.511

AG FAKE

+Filter +SHIELD +Filter +SHIELD

TextFooler 6.2 8.2 13.8 16.7
CLARE 5.6 18.2 19.0 51.1

R&R (ours) 22.3 30.6 23.1 59.4

Table 5: The ASR of attack methods when applying
the perplexity-based filtering (Filter) and the SHIELD
defense on the BERT classifier.

Table 5 shows the ASR of attack methods with512

the a defense applied. We show that existing de-513

fense methods cannot effectively defend against514

R&R. It still outperforms existing methods in ASR515

by large margin.516

5 Related Work517

Several recent works proposed word-level adver-518

sarial attacks on text classifiers. This type of attack519

misleads the classifier’s predictions by perturbing 520

the words in the input sentence. TextFooler (Jin 521

et al., 2020) shows the adversarial vulnerability of 522

the state-of-the-art text classifiers. It uses heuris- 523

tics to replace words with synonyms to mislead 524

the classifier effectively. It relies on several pre- 525

trained models, such as word embeddings (Mrkšic 526

et al., 2016), part-of-speech tagger, and Universal 527

Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018) to perturb the 528

sentence without changing its meaning. However, 529

simple synonym substitution without considering 530

the context results in unnatural sentences. Several 531

works (Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020; Li et al., 532

2020, 2021) address this issue by using masked lan- 533

guage models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) 534

to propose more natural word substitutions. Our 535

method also belongs to this category. But R&R 536

does not maximize the efficacy of each perturba- 537

tion, instead it allows exploring combinations of 538

perturbations to generate adversarial examples with 539

high similarity with the original sentence. Besides 540

word-level attacks, there are also character-level 541

attacks which introduce typos to trigger misclassi- 542

fication (Papernot et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2017; 543

Samanta and Mehta, 2018), and sentence-level at- 544

tacks which attack a classifier by altering the sen- 545

tence structure (Iyyer et al., 2018). Zhang et al. 546

(2020) gives a comprehensive survey on such attack 547

methods. Other work on robustness to adversarial 548

attacks in NLP includes robustness of the machine 549

translation models (Cheng et al., 2019), robustness 550

in domain adaptation (Oren et al., 2019), adversar- 551

ial examples generated by reinforcement learning 552

(Wong, 2017; Vijayaraghavan and Roy, 2019), and 553

certified robustness (Jia et al., 2019). 554

6 Conclusion 555

In this paper, we formulate the textual adversarial 556

attack as a multi-objective optimization problem. 557

We use a critique score to synthesize the similar- 558

ity, fluency, and misclassification objectives, and 559

propose R&R that optimizes the critique score to 560

generate high-quality adversarial examples. We 561

conduct extensive experiments. Both automatic and 562

human evaluation show that the proposed method 563

succeeds in optimizing the automatic similarity and 564

fluency metrics to generate adversarial examples of 565

higher quality than previous methods. 566
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Ethical Considerations567

In this paper, we propose R&R to generate adver-568

sarial sentences. Like all other adversarial attack569

methods, this method could be abused by malicious570

users to attack NLP systems and obtain illegitimate571

benefits. However, it is still necessary for the re-572

search community to develop methods to exploit573

all vulnerabilities of a classifier based on which574

more robust classifiers can be developed.575
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A Ablation Study: Multiple-Word728

Masking729

In the Rewrite stage, we mask a span of multiple730

words in each iteration. Intuitively, when using a731

smaller span size, the masked words are easier to732

predict. The proposal distribution will assign high733

probability to the original words at masked posi-734

tions. Therefore, the candidate sentences are likely735

to be identical to the original sentence, thus limit-736

ing the number of perturbations explored. When737

the span is large, predicting words becomes more738

difficult. Thus, we can sample different candidate739

sentences. But it is more likely to construct dis-740

similar or influential sentences. We vary the span741

size from 1, 2, 3, to 4 and show the results on Fig-742

ure 6. We find that using span size 3 yields the best743

performance over most similarity thresholds.
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Figure 6: The ASR of R&R using different masking
span sizes. R&R-1 to R&R-4 represent the span size of
1 to 4 respectively. We use span size 3 by default.
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Figure 7: The screenshots of MTurk tasks.
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Original (prediction: Technology): GERMANTOWN , Md . A Maryland - based private lab that analyzes criminal - case
DNA evidence has fired an analyst for allegedly falsifying test data .
Adversarial (prediction: Business): GERMANTOWN , Md . A Maryland - based bio testing company that analyzes
criminal - case DNA evidence has fired an analyst for allegedly falsifying test data .

Original (prediction: Sport): LeBron James scored 25 points , Jeff McInnis added a season - high 24 and the Cleveland
Cavaliers won their sixth straight , 100 - 84 over the Charlotte Bobcats on Saturday night .
Adversarial (prediction: World): LeBron James scored 25 points , Jeff McInnis added a season - high 24 and the Cleveland
Cavaliers won their sixth straight , 100 - 84 Saturday over the visiting Charlotte Bobcats on Saturday night ..

Original (prediction: Negative): don ’ t be fooled by the impressive cast list - eye see you is pure junk .
Adversarial (prediction: Positive): don ’ t be fooled by this impressive cast list - eye see you is pure junk .

Original (prediction: Ask for description): What is die - casting ?
Adversarial (prediction: Ask for entity): What is the technique of die - casting ?

Original (prediction: Toxic) go back under your rock u irrelevant party puppet
Adversarial (prediction: Harmless) go back under the rock u irrelevant party puppet

Table 6: A few adversarial examples generated by R&R with the perturbation in red
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Classifier: BERT
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Classifier: RoBERTa
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Classifier: FastText
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Figure 8: Attack success rate with respect to different similarity and perplexity constraints. When evaluating
different similarity thresholds, we do not set thresholds on perplexity. When evaluating perplexity thresholds, we
fix the similarity threshold to 0.95.
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